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Relationships between Caribbean flamingos in a colony on Necker Island, British
Virgin Islands
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In the beginning…
Forty-four
Caribbean
flamingos
(Phoenicopterus ruber) were in residence on
Long Pond in 2008 when this six-year study
began: two pairs were flown in by private jet
from Cuba’s Máximo-Cagüey wetlands near
Camagüey in 2006 and then forty more
arrived suspended in “jumpsuits” within their
crates to ease jostling in flight in March 2007.
These socially immature flamingos crammed
themselves into a mangrove-protected corner
of the ½ hectare Long Pond. December 2008
the young flamingos clumsily attempted to
mate. Males displayed wing salutes and
pranced awkwardly; sometimes bumping into
each other while females largely ignored them
and continued to feed. Youthful energy
caused most to bounce into and off each other
rather than create the bonds that should have
preceded mating. In early 2009 four eggs were
produced, one hatched with the chick living

just three days. Mating technique on Necker
improved considerably after a third and last
shipment of one hundred-twenty Caribbean
flamingos were installed on Bali Hi Pond on
the north side of a natural land ridge in June
2009. An island was built in Long Pond in 2008,
topped with man-made nesting mounds.
Flamingos congregated on the island but did
not utilize or maintain the sand mounds and
they washed away in the rain. In fairness to
these young flamingos, sand is not their
preferred construction medium; it’s mud and
grass. In March 2010 small groups had begun
to form, but there was little sign of progress
toward mating. On the other side of the ridge,
the one hundred twenty flamingos on Bali Hi
Pond were actively finding and wooing mates,
creating clans, and building mud nests of their
own. The draw was irresistible, and the Long
Pond flamingos left their home of three years
to join the excitement on Bali Hi Pond.

Necker’s first forty-four flamingos on Long Pond.
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Flamingos gather on Long Pond islet. Small groups begin to form. There’s no interest in pre-formed
nesting mounds.
The colony sets up neighbourhoods
Not just parents, but an entire clan will raise a
flamingo chick. This is a close-knit group of
cooperative friends that nest within neck’s
reach of each other, will babysit and instruct
the youngster, and relieve parents so that

they might find food. Friendly clans settle
nearby. The most dominant and cohesive
clans claim the shoreline centre with
secondary or loosely established groups
radiating to the outer edges of available
space.

These are Necker’s primary groups that nest in the centre of the Bali Hi shore.
The first female in a clan ready to lay her egg,
whether or not she produces first, determines
positioning for the rest of her group. She
chooses a mound; the first ones to go are
often waterfront properties, and the
remaining group members claim the
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surrounding mounds. Necker clans typically
range from four to ten members and by the
second breeding season include offspring and
trainees too young to mate. Once formed,
clans look to each other and react as a team.
Information is shared through body language
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and vocalizations to facilitate their complex
society. Communication that might appear
animated and threatening relays important
information. Flamingos feel with the beak,
nuzzle their partner’s beaks throughout the
year, and when injured, ill, or arguing, can
break tiny blood vessels. It doesn’t happen
often because they peck at each other with

such accuracy that rarely does one bill clash
with more than the black area of another, if
they touch at all. They are not attempting to
harm one another, just make a point. It is a
remarkable flamingo quality that after an
intense squabble, no shunning or retribution
follows.

Eye to eye these flamingos from neighbouring nesting groups will not clash beaks. But one
certainly made his point.

Each group is raising at least one juvenile and includes adults that do not crop feed as well as white
parents that do. Groups outside the nesting area divide perpendicular to the shore as if in wedges
between the spokes of a wheel.
Finding a compatible mate and a comfortable
companion mix to assist in chick rearing may
be the determining factor as to how many
flamingos are needed before they will
propagate. Six introduced Caribbean
flamingos spent two decades on Guana Island
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as non-mating friends before two of them
ventured to Necker year after year to join
their respective male and female partners for
mating season. Just because you’re living near
someone doesn’t mean you’d start a family
with him or her.
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Orange male Guana #9 has found his heart’s companion on Necker. He returns to his home island
and she remains on Necker, only to reconnect the next year.
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The tiny female from Guana Island found her partner in a lanky Necker male more than a decade
her junior. She is a dedicated mother. In the lower frame she’s looking for her offspring to offer
crop milk.
Clan building can start early
In 2010 five chicks that hatch east of the
mangrove that divides shoreline on Bali Hi
Pond quickly form a clique with a definite
pecking order. Hatched within days of each
other, one of the five chicks is visibly larger
than the others and has a bold and brassy
character to match. This young male is a
brazen perpetual motion machine from day
five. His mother enlists the help of adults to
corral and send him home to rest, but he is a
handful.
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At two months old he coordinates the
activities of four slightly smaller birds,
relentlessly picking on one. He even takes on
his patient father with whom he argues
vociferously: abbreviated neck reaching up as
he lifts to his toes, chest out and wing stubs
back. No taller than his father’s belly, he has a
lot to communicate. The little female that he
bosses about so severely tags after him
wherever he goes and stands behind him in
the pond while he emotes.
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A young male with a commanding personality. His companion backs him as he animatedly talks to
his father.
The sixth of the surviving east end hatchlings
is a recluse. It’s common for flamingo chicks to
go to water. Parents encourage the reluctant.
Floating over the sucking clay pond bottom
they are inaccessible to land predators--that
don’t actually exist on Necker, though
flamingos may view human activity in this
light. Flamingo chicks are more likely to face
predation from the air on Necker. East End Six
hatched beside Bali Hi Pond’s central
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mangrove tree. Rather than return to his birth
mound, as most will, he tucked himself into
the lower branches in the pond and stays on
water for six months, watching his peers
cavort on land and in water. When they come
to visit him, he retreats further into the
branches.
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East End Six in the mangrove at two months old surrounded by caring adults.
Flamingos are highly social creatures and this
is atypical behaviour. Then again, a colony is
composed of individuals, some of whom
exhibit independence and the desire to be
alone at times. While the colony produced
chicks on Necker, one male moved to Virgin
Gorda to spend his summer beneath a noisy
construction crane. Another frolicked on a
rocky shore amid crashing waves the day
mating initiated.
The 2010 breeding season on Necker does not
produce one large crèche as in the next
season;
chicks
form
alliances
by
neighbourhood, with the mangrove as the
divider. At six months old East End Six
emerged from his sheltered life to show
himself to be a leader. He has absorbed the
lessons and compassion of the many adults
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who cared for him. The spunky male who
earlier foisted control on the four hatchlings
around him backed down in Six’s presence.
Among the core clans of adults, the colonyacknowledged leader is not the largest,
strongest, or most flamboyant but a male of
average size, with keen insight and direction
in stressful situations.
East End Six honours the care of his parents.
Though markedly taller than his mother and
even his father he walks the pond’s perimeter
with his parents to feed alongside them,
affectionately leaning over his mother. The
three of them enjoy a close relationship in the
years to come.
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East End Six leads the colony at six months old and stretches for a female admirer who follows him.
Taking care of each other
Necker’s second breeding season started
close on the heels of the previous season with
signs of physical strain. Note the adult
apparently crop feeding another adult. This is
highly unusual behaviour. The oldest first
season juveniles would be no more than nine
months old. The bird being fed is unmistakably
an adult. It has a lesion on its upper left leg and
as with many flamingos on Bali Hi Pond this
January, has spots on its bill and skin. The
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spots go away when the water level is
mechanically brought higher. The flamingo
doing the feeding is particularly healthy,
regaining colour after raising a first-season
chick. The one receiving care has returned
more colour to its neck having halted crop
feeding their chick earlier. They are a pair. The
infusion continues for several minutes. It
would appear that one bird is nursing another
to improve its health.
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A white-tagged male, centre, nurses another adult. A first-breeding-season juvenile, weaned long
ago, is in the upper right of the photo, still sporting dark eyes and grey undertones.
Flamingos that hatch with splayed legs do not
enjoy long lives. One amazing youngster is a
point of convergence in the tale of flamingo
character and abiding friendship. Despite
deformed legs the little flamingo could
balance well enough to leg stretch and wing
salute. It could lift from deep water to run
across the pond and circle overhead as soon
as it turned five months old. A slightly older
juvenile matched its unflinching life force by
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appointing itself the little flamingo’s
unwavering friend and guardian. It’s a tall
male often seen in the company of its parents.
For its own safety the splay-legged flamingo
usually removes itself to colony outskirts.
Wherever it wandered, its vigilant, robust
companion is nearby.
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The guardian and his parents stand with the splay-legged flamingo. When the little one edges near
the flock collecting supplemental feed, its ever-watchful ally runs interference so that it’s not
jostled.
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The exceptional youngster can fly and land with the best. It grooms away from the colony while its
steadfast friend keeps an eye on it.

A mother tries to revive her ailing chick.
The chick in the photograph was weak from
the start. Its parents took it to the pond to
encourage movement and vitality. The father
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runs interference against a watchful laughing
gull (Larus atricilla). The chick could not keep
its head up. The father continued to protect it,
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pacing more frantically as time passed. The
mother pushed her chick to shore, but it died.
She picked violently at her neck feathers in
grief. The next morning the body was gone,
probably taken by gulls to feed offspring
across island. The loss clearly caused a
stressful flamingo reaction. Gulls are
omnivores and, in that capacity, will clean the
shores of whatever they can lift.
Affection
Flamingos are aware of and reactive to the
emotional states of other flamingos. They
gravitate toward kindness and avoid
harshness, unless it’s to ease an agitated
friend. A juvenile watches with rapt interest as
two adults nuzzle. Overtaken by affectionate
energy the young bird springs vertically into

the air, surprising the pair that dart apart and
then re-join. Perhaps that’s the father
courting a new female? Their pink feather
tones vary. It’s clear that most couples
remained together after rearing first season
chicks while others joined a partner with
different levels of pink. Sometimes in life,
unions just don’t work out. The connectivity of
flamingo affection can be mistaken at a glance
for the aggression of two males neck wrestling
or chest bumping to impress a female. To tell
the behaviours apart, observe those
observing and then how the encounter ends.
Calm passers-by are drawn to tender
exchanges, soothed by the warmth of the
bonding. A necking couple often culminates
their exchange with a stroll through the pond
to feed together, eventually synchronizing
their steps however briefly.

The young bird leaps with delight as adults nuzzle, startling them. Affection draws a crowd.
Committed couples canoodle year-round. A
little nibble on the side of the beak between
previously mated or newly courting pairs
demonstrates closeness and induces
sensation. The flamingo bill may look hard and
impermeable, but the surface is tactile, like
skin stretched over a hard shell. The light area
with red veining is especially sensitive. A
female, white from feeding her chick stretches
her neck to the taller male and the two peck
and rub bills. The male feigns pulling away as
she reaches up. Body’s touch, necks may
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entwine and relax, then reach again while
lightly cooing in nasal tones. The duo moves
across the pond to share a rock just large
enough for two that often hosts a close pair,
especially in the weeks prior to mating.
Final thoughts
It takes more than ideal physical conditions
for flamingos to flourish. Reproduction is not
a formula of numbers. They are sentient
beings that develop friendships, alliances and
support systems. Once formed these
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relationships can last a lifetime and can be
useful in identifying groups of flamingos when
they travel. Clans will associate with clans that
become identifiable units in a new location.
These units should not be disrupted in
controlled settings either by adding or
subtracting
members
without
close
observation of their relationships.
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Editorial
A great depiction of life in a wild Caribbean
flamingo colony and some wonderful
behavioural insights. For those managing zoohoused flamingos, always remember to treat
any leg problems or curvatures at a young age
and seek specialist veterinary advice so that
the flamingo is able to stand, walk and wade
without affliction and does not suffer poor
health in the future.

